Hotel rooms (doubles and singles) have been pre-booked at the three hotels shown below. If you choose to stay in one of these, please book it yourself by calling them on the phone (don't do it via web booking). If you have problems contact kersti@kemi.uu.se. There are also many other hotels in town.

"Akademihotellet"

Located in the center of town (400 m from the very center), close to the Cathedral and the Castle, and 2.5 km from the Ångström lab, where the conference is held. A brisk walk or frequent buses will take you to the lab. Prices will be approx.
Single room  1110 SEK/night
Double room  605 SEK/night per person
The double rooms have 2 separate or separable beds. Breakfast is included in the price.
Call +46 18 15 51 90 to book (refer to "eSSENCE-Hermansson ").

"Hotel Eklundshof"

http://www.booking.com/hotel/se/eklundshof.sv.html
(and click on the Sw. flag to get to English)
Located 1.8 km from the town center and just a few minutes' walk from the Ångström lab. Prices will be approx.
Single room  795 SEK/night
Double room  450 SEK/night per person
(The double rooms have 2 separate beds. Also a few rooms with double beds).
Breakfast is included in the price.
Call +46 18 55 01 00 to book (refer to "eSSENCE-Hermansson ").
"CityStay Uppsala"  

http://www.citystayuppsala.se/en/  

This is a brand new budget hotel located in the center of town (200 m from the river) and 2.5 km from the Ångström lab. Prices as follows:

Room with private bathroom (no cleaning of room during your stay)
Single  895 SEK/night  
Double  500 SEK/night per person  
Triple  466 SEK/night per person

Breakfast is included in the prices.

Check-in time: After 3 p.m.  Call +46 18 121000 to book (refer to "eSSENCE-Hermansson").
Welcome to Uppsala in June!